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The 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 Receptor 
Agonist-induced Actions and Enteric Neurogenesis 
in the Gut

Miyako Takaki,* Kei Goto and Isao Kawahara
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We explored a novel effect of 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 receptor (5-HT4R) agonists in vivo to reconstruct the enteric neural circui-
try that mediates a fundamental distal gut reflex. The neural circuit insult was performed in guinea pigs and rats by rectal 
transection and anastomosis. A 5-HT4R-agonist, mosapride citrate (MOS) applied orally and locally at the anastomotic site for 
2 weeks promoted the regeneration of the impaired neural circuit or the recovery of the distal gut reflex. MOS generated neu-
rofilament-, 5-HT4R- and 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine-positive cells and formed neural network in the granulation tissue at the 
anastomosis. Possible neural stem cell markers increased during the same time period. These novel actions by MOS were in-
hibited by specific 5-HT4R-antagonist such as GR113808 (GR) or SB-207266. The activation of enteric neural 5-HT4R promotes 
reconstruction of an enteric neural circuit that involves possibly neural stem cells. We also succeeded in forming dense enteric 
neural networks by MOS in a gut differentiated from mouse embryonic stem cells. GR abolished the formation of enteric neu-
ral networks. MOS up-regulated the expression of mRNA of 5-HT4R, and GR abolished this upregulation, suggesting MOS dif-
ferentiated enteric neural networks, mediated via activation of 5-HT4R. In the small intestine in H-line: Thy1 promoter green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) mice, we obtained clear 3-dimensional imaging of enteric neurons that were newly generated by oral 
application of MOS after gut transection and anastomosis. All findings indicate that treatment with 5-HT4R-agonists could be 
a novel therapy for generating new enteric neurons to rescue aganglionic disorders in the whole gut.
(J Neurogastroenterol Motil 2014;20:17-30)
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Introduction
We have reported a novel approach in vivo to reconstruct the 

enteric neural circuitry that mediates a fundamental distal gut 
reflex.1-4 The neural circuit insult was performed in guinea pigs 
by rectal transection and subsequent end-to-end one layer 
anastomosis.5,6 Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) ap-
plied locally at the anastomosis promoted regeneration of the dis-
tal gut reflex pathways in the enteric nervous system (ENS) and 
repaired the anal dysfunction.6,7

BDNF, however, has serious detrimental actions such as 
pro-inflammatory action on the anastomosis and thus we explored 
a small molecule candidate promoting enteric neurogenesis. We 
found a brief report showing that some 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 re-
ceptor (5-HT4R) agonists increased neuronal numbers and 
length of neurites in enteric neurons in vitro from immunoselected 
neural crest (NC)-derived precursors in an abstract form.8

Therefore, we subsequently explored a novel approach in 
vivo to reconstruct the enteric neural circuitry in the distal gut of 
guinea pigs9 and rats10 by application of an 5-HT4R agonist. 

Jackie D Wood introduced our studies and Gershon’s work 
as follows.11 Laboratories of Takaki at Nara Medical University, 
Japan and Gershon at Columbia University, New York have 
convincing evidence for enteric neurogenesis from indwelling 
stem cell populations.6,7,9,12 Takaki directed her attention to re-
storation of functional recto-anal inhibitory reflex connections 
and defecation following resection and anastomosis in a guinea 
pig model and published the first evidence that serotonergic ac-
tion at the 5-HT4R subtype might be a signal for differentiation 
of ENS stem cells into functional neurons that become “wired” 
into a reflex circuit that restored functional large intestinal 
motility.6,7,9

The idea that the gut contains serotonergic neurons has been 
controversial. Because enteric neurons take up 5-hydroxytrypt-
amine (5-HT),13-17 5-HT-containing neurons have been called 
“5-HT accumulating,” to suggest that their 5-HT is derived 
from the enetrochromaffin (EC) cell.18 Mucosal 5-HT, however, 
does not normally reach myenteric ganglia.19 Nevertheless, 
stimulated enteric neurons release 5-HT;19 moreover, 5-HT re-
ceptor blocking anti-idiotypic antibodies20 and acute 5-HT de-
pletion21 abolish putatively serotonergic slow excitatory post-syn-
aptic potentials (EPSPs) mediated by 5-HT1p.

22,23 Criteria need-
ed to establish 5-HT as an enteric neurotransmitter24 were finally 
completed by the discovery that enteric neurons express trypto-

phan hydroxylase 2 (TPH2).25

The gut contains a large 5-HT pool in EC cells and a smaller 
5-HT pool in the ENS. During development, enteric neurons 
are generated asynchronously. Serotonergic neurons, which arise 
early, affect development/survival of later-born dopaminergic, 
gamma-aminobutyric acidergic, nitrergic, and calcitonin gene- 
related peptide-expressing neurons and are essential for gastro-
intestinal motility. The 5-HT biosynthesis depends on trypto-
phan hydroxylase 1 (TPH1) in EC cells and on TPH2 in neu-
rons; therefore, deletion of TPH2, but not TPH1, decreased 
myenteric neuronal density and proportions of dopaminergic and 
gamma-aminobutyric acidergic neurons. Addition of 5-HT to 
cultures of isolated enteric neural crest-derived cells (ENCDCs) 
promoted total and dopaminergic neuronal development. 
Moreover, serotonergic neurons promote development/survival 
of some classes of late-born enteric neurons, including dop-
aminergic neurons.26

Serotonin (5-HT) might be an enteric neuronal growth factor 
which was first suggested by observations that 5-HT2B receptors 
are neuronal, developmentally regulated, and promote develop-
ment of neurons from isolated ENCDCs.27 Subsequently, 5- 
HT4Rs were demonstrated to be neuroprotective and to promote 
the development of new neurons from adult stem cells.12,28 
Because enteric neurons are born asynchronously29 and seroto-
nergic neurons are among the first to arise,29-31 it follows that se-
rotonergic neurons coexist with dividing ENCDCs, some of 
which to receive synapses.32 It is thus plausible that serotonergic 
input influences the fate of ENCDCs.

We applied a 5-HT4R agonist, mosapride citrate (MOS) 
locally at the anastomosis in guinea pigs9 or orally by the drink-
ing water in rats10 for 2-4 weeks. Furthermore, we examined 
neurofilament (NF)-, 5-HT4R- and 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine 
(BrdU)-positive cells in the newly formed granulation tissue at 
the anastomotic site 2-4 weeks after enteric nerve circuit insult. 
Possible neural stem cell markers, anti-distal less homeobox 2 
(DLX2)- and p75 neurotrophin receptor (NTR)-positive cells, 
and NF-positive cells were also examined during the same time 
period.

We also developed a spontaneously contracting gut differ-
entiated from mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells (ES gut) using 
an embryoid body (EB)33 culture system.34 Although in these ES 
guts, enteric neural networks were not identified, we succeeded in 
forming dense enteric neural networks by MOS added only dur-
ing EB formation.35

In the small intestine in H-line: Thy1 promoter green fluo-
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rescent protein (GFP) mice, we obtained clear 3-dimensional in 
vivo imaging of enteric neurons that were newly generated 
through oral application of MOS after gut transection and 
anastomosis.36 BrdU- and NF-positive cells were identified as 
new enteric neurons.

All these results confirm that activation of enteric neural 
5-HT4R by MOS promotes in vivo and in vitro formation of new 
enteric neurons, indicating that treatment with 5-HT4R agonists 
could be a novel therapy for generating new enteric neurons to 
rescue aganglionic gut disorders.

Development of Enteric Neurons in
the Gastrointestinal Tract

The ENS provides the intrinsic innervation of the bowel, 
consisting of two layers of ganglia and fibers encircling the gas-
trointestinal tract. The ENS is vital for life and is capable of au-
tonomous regulation of motility and secretion. The ENS origi-
nates from the NC, mostly from the vagal levels of the neuraxis, 
which invades, proliferates, and migrates within the intestinal 
wall until the entire bowel is colonized with ENCDCs. After ini-
tial migration, the ENS develops further by responding to guid-
ance factors and morphogens that pattern the bowel concentri-
cally, differentiating into glia and neuronal subtypes and wiring 
together to form a functional nervous system.

Molecules controlling this process, including glial cell-de-
rived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and its receptor RET, endo-
thelin-3 (EDN3) and its receptor endothelin receptor type B 
(EDNRB), and transcription factors such as sex determining re-
gion Y-box10 and paired-like homeobox 2b, are required for 
ENS development in humans.37-39

Understanding of ENS development is still a work in 
progress. Major morphological and electrophysiological changes 
in enteric neurons occur postnatally, which could underlie 
changes in gut motility during development.40

Potential Therapy for Enteric Nervous
System Deficient Diseases

Developmental studies in model organisms and genetic stud-
ies of the most common congenital disease of the ENS, 
Hirschsprung disease, have provided a detailed understanding of 
ENS development.41 Rodents that are deficient for GDNF or 
RET (GDNF receptor),42-45 or EDN3 or EDNRB46-48 exhibit 
aganglionic megacolon, Hirschsprung disease.

Neural crest stem cells (NCSCs) never migrate into the 
aganglionic portion of the gut in animals affected by RET or 
EDNRB deficiency, despite the presence of NCSCs in region of 
the foregut and mid-gut that are colonized by NC.49,50 These ob-
servations raise the possibility of improving the treatment of 
Hirschsprung disease by transplanting NCSCs into the agan-
glionic portion of the gut to generate enteric ganglia by bypassing 
the migrating defects.49,51-53

Flow-cytometrically purified NCSCs from the ENS (gut 
NCSCs) migrated into the developing gut and formed enteric 
neurons. However, sciatic nerve NCSCs failed to migrate into 
the gut or to make enteric neurons, even when transplanted into 
the gut wall. Therefore, enteric potential is not a general property 
of NCSCs.54 It is critical to match the physiological properties of 
neural stem cells to the goals of proposed cell therapies.54

However, neuroepithelial stem cells (NESCs) harvested 
from the neural tube of embryonic rats can differentiate into 
NCSCs, which in turn generate peripheral nervous system 
derivatives. NESCs have a very broad developmental capacity 
and may generate a multiple of cell types and thus NESCs trans-
planted into the surviving denervated colon could differentiate 
into neurons and glial cells in vivo.55

NC cells are stem cells that are specified within the embryonic 
neuroectodermal epithelium and migrate to stereotyped peripheral 
sites for differentiation into many cell types. Several neuro-
cristopathies involve a deficit of NC-derived cells, raising the pos-
sibility of stem cell therapy. In Hirschsprung’s disease the distal 
bowel lacks an ENS caused by a failure of colonization by NC-de-
rived cells. A robust method of producing migrating NC-like cells 
from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)-derived neural pro-
genitors using a coculture system of mouse embryonic fibroblasts 
has been developed. Subsequent exposure to Y27632, a small- 
molecule inhibitor of the Rho effectors ROCKI/II, dramatically 
increased the efficiency of differentiation into NC-like cells, iden-
tified by marker expression in vitro.33

NC-like cells derived by this method were able to migrate 
along NC pathways in avian embryos in ovo and within explants 
of murine bowel, and to differentiate into cells with neuronal and 
glial markers. This was the first report of the use of a small mole-
cule to induce cells with NC characteristics from ES cells that can 
migrate and generate neurons and support cells in complex 
tissue.33 Furthermore, this study demonstrated that small-mole-
cule regulators of ROCKI/II signaling might be valuable tools 
for stem cell research aimed at treatment of neurocristopathies.

Like central nervous system (CNS)-derived stem cells56 and 
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NC-derived stem/progenitor cells derived from the gut,51,54,57 
hESC-derived cells are a potential source of NC-like cells to gen-
erate enteric neurons or other NC derivatives in diseases such as 
Hirschsprung’s disease. The data in this study provide a founda-
tion for the production of an unlimited number of enteric neurons 
and other NC derivatives from patient-derived induced pluri-
potent stem (iPS) cells.33

Although there exist a great deal of therapeutic challenges for 
Hirschsprung disease, we explored a small molecule candidate 
promoting enteric neurogenesis following the neural circuit insult 
in the ENS. If such candidate is effective by oral application, tak-
ing such drug could easily repair any deficiency in the ENS. 

Differentiation of Enteric Neurons From
Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells

Brain-derived Neurotrophic Factor
Using an EB culture system, a functional organ-like cluster, 

ES gut was developed. Each ES gut exhibited spontaneous con-
tractions but did not exhibit distinct peristalsis-like movements. 
In these spontaneously contracting ES guts, dense distributions 
of interstitial cells of Cajal (c-kit [a transmembrane receptor that 
has tyrosine kinase activity]-positive cells; gut pacemaker cells) 
and smooth muscle cells were discernibly identified;58 however, 
enteric neural ganglia were absent in the spontaneously differ-
entiated ES gut. By adding BDNF only during EB formation, in 
vitro formation of enteric neural ganglia with connecting nerve fi-
ber tracts (ENS) was firstly succeeded in the ES gut.34 The ES 
gut with ENS exhibited strong peristalsis-like movements, in-
dicating this ENS was functioning physiologically. During EB 
culture in BDNF+ medium, each immunoreactivity was asso-
ciated with NC marker, proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase 
receptor ret precursor (c-RET) or p75 NTR. These results in-
dicated that the mouse ES gut ENS is differentiated from 
ENCDCs.34

Although EDNRB is briefly required to mediate migration 
of gut NCSCs,50 the EDNRB agonist IRL-1620 did not stim-
ulate differentiation of enteric neural ganglia in this ES gut.34 
This result is consistent with an earlier report that EDN3 acts via 
EDNRB to inhibit in vitro development of enteric neurons.59

The 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 Receptor Agonist
In spontaneously contracting ES guts as mentioned above, 

where enteric neural networks were not identified, a 5-HT4R-ag-

onist, MOS added during EB formation succeeded in forming 
dense enteric neural networks. Addition of a 5-HT4R-antago-
nist, GR113808 (GR) abolished the 5-HT4R-agonist-induced 
formation of enteric neural networks. The 5-HT4R-agonist 
up-regulated the expression of mRNA of 5-HT4R and the 
5-HT4R-antagonist abolished this upregulation. Though less 
potent, 5-HT per se exerted similar effects to those of 5-HT4R- 
agonist, however the underlying mechanism for this difference 
remains unknown. The results suggest 5-HT4R-agonist differ-
entiated enteric neural networks, mediated via activation of 
5-HT4R in the ES gut.35

It has also been shown that 5-HT4R agonists play a role not 
only in the differentiation but also in neuroprotection and neuro-
genesis of enteric neurons during development.12,28 Therefore, it 
seems likely that application of 5-HT4R agonists increases differ-
entiation of enteric neurons from ES cells, possibly mediated via 
NC-derived precursors, and the possibility of 5-HT4R-mediated 
neuroprotection cannot be excluded.

In addition, since the expression of 5-HT2B receptors in the 
fetal ENS of fetal mice and the role of 5-HT2B receptors in the 
promotion of neuronal precursor differentiation of ENS during 
development have been reported,27 the possibility that 5-HT2B 
receptors play a role in the enteric neuronal differentiation in ES 
gut-like structure also cannot be excluded.

The 5-hydroxytryptamine Receptors
The 5-HT receptors are widely expressed within the gastro-

intestinal tract, and 5 of the 7 known families, 5-HT1, 5-HT2, 
5-HT3, 5-HT4 and 5-HT7 receptors, are expressed in the gut 
and can affect gut functions.60 The 5-HT3 and 5-HT4 receptor 
subtypes have been most extensively studied in the gut, and have 
been targeted for the treatment of diarrhea and constipation, 
respectively.61

The 5-hydroxytryptamine 2B Receptor
The 5-HT is presumed to promote the differentiation of en-

teric neurons by stimulating a developmentally regulated receptor 
expressed by crest-derived neuronal progenitors. The 5-HT and 
5-HT2 agonist (±)-2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodoamphetamineHCl 
(DOI) enhanced in vitro differentiation of enteric neurons, both 
in dissociated cultures of mixed cells and in cultures of crest-de-
rived cells isolated from the gut by immunoselection with anti-
bodies to p75 NTR. The promotion of in vitro neuronal differ-
entiation by 5-HT and DOI was blocked by the 5-HT1/2 antago-
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nist methysergide, the pan-5-HT2 antagonist ritanserin, and the 
5-HT2B/2C-selective antagonist SB206553. The 5-HT2A-se-
lective antagonist ketanserin did not completely block the devel-
opmental effects of 5-HT. The 5-HT induced the nuclear trans-
location of mitogen-activated protein kinase. This effect was 
blocked by ritanserin. Messenger RNA encoding 5-HT2A and 
5-HT2B receptors was detected in the fetal bowel (stomach and 
small and large intestine), but that encoding the 5-HT2C receptor 
was not. Messenger RNA encoding the 5-HT2B receptor and 
5-HT2B immunoreactivity were found to be abundant in pri-
mordial but not in mature myenteric ganglia. The 5-HT2B-im-
munoreactive cells were found to be a subset of cells that ex-
pressed the neuronal marker PGP 9.5. These data demonstrate 
that 5-HT2B receptors are expressed by enteric neurons. It is pos-
sible that by stimulating 5-HT2B receptors, 5-HT affects the fate 
of the large subset of enteric neurons that arises after the develop-
ment of endogenous sources of 5-HT.27

The 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 Receptor
The 5-HT3 receptors are both of intrinsic and extrinsic ori-

gins in rat colon and guinea pig ileum.62,63 Application of 5-HT 
to the mucosa activates 5-HT3 receptor that triggers action po-
tential generation in mucosal nerve terminal of myenteric AH 
neurons.63 Therefore, 5-HT3 receptor antagonists have been 
used to treat functional disorders with diarrhea.61 5-HT3 antago-
nists have been shown to be effective in treating both the diarrhea 
and abdominal discomfort symptoms of irritable bowel syn-
drome-diarrhea type (IBS-D).64,65 Although the precise mecha-
nisms of action of 5-HT3 antagonists have not been definitively 
determined, it is possible that they inhibit 5-HT3 receptors lo-
cated on intrinsic and extrinsic afferent nerve fibers in the mucosa 
that are activated by 5-HT released from enterochromaffin cells. 
They also inhibit the stimulation of 5-HT3 receptors on inter-
neurons and motor neurons that contribute to fast EPSPs.66 
Collectively, these actions would decrease propulsive motility and 
secretion locally within the gut, thus alleviating diarrhea, as well 
as decreased signalling from spinal afferent nerves that deliver 
signals of pain and discomfort to the CNS. Moreover, upregula-
tion of 5-HT3 receptors in the mucosa/submucosal layer is in-
volved to restore the delayed transit after the parasympathetic de-
nervation in rats.67

Specific roles of enteric 5-HT3B receptors have been reported 
in serotonin transporter (SERT)−/− mice.68 Adaptive changes in 
enteric 5-HT3 receptors may help SERT−/− mice survive de-
spite inefficient 5-HT inactivation. Expression of mRNA en-

coding enteric 5-HT3A subunits was similar in SERT+/+ and 
SERT−/− mice, but that encoding enteric 5-HT3B subunits 
found in epithelial cells and enteric neurons was markedly de-
creased in SERT−/− mice. The EC50 of the 5-HT response was 
lower in SERT+/+ than in SERT−/− mice and the 5-HT re-
sponse was desensitized rapidly in many SERT−/− neurons. 
Adaptive changes thus occur in the subunit composition of en-
teric 5-HT3 receptors of SERT−/− mice that are reflected in 
5-HT3 receptor affinity and desensitization.68

The 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 Receptor Splice Variant
Alternative splicing produced several variants of the 5- 

HT4R.69,70 No significant differences were detected in competi-
tion binding experiments using reference 5-HT4R ligands. 
However, the broadly used 5-HT4R antagonist GR dis-
criminated functionally among the receptor variants investigated. 
The importance of variations introduced by splicing for receptor 
pharmacology may help in the understanding of conflicting re-
sults seen with 5-HT4R ligands in different model systems.70

Acute Actions of 5-hydroxytryptamine 4
Receptor Agonists in the Gut

Defecation
Agonists of the 5-HT4R alleviate constipation in irritable 

bowel syndrome-constipation type (IBS-C) and in chronic con-
stipation, provide pain relief in IBS-C, and accelerate the rate of 
gastric emptying.60,61,71-73 In parkinsonian patients, MOS ac-
tually augmented lower gastrointestinal tract motility and thereby 
ameliorated constipation probably via a neural mechanism.74 
Moreover, upregulation of 5-HT4R in the mucosa/submucosal 
layer is involved in restoring the delayed transit after the para-
sympathetic denervation in rats.67

As for the moderate defecation model, we developed the rec-
tal gradual and sustained distension-evoked reflex rectal (R-R) 
contractions and simultaneous internal anal sphincter (R-IAS) 
relaxations through the extrinsic and intrinsic cholinergic ex-
citatory and nitrergic inhibitory nerve pathways in guinea pigs.2 
Using this model, whether a prokinetic benzamide MOS enhan-
ces the R-R and R-IAS reflexes mediated via 5-HT4R was 
examined. Intravenous administration of MOS dose-depend-
ently enhanced both R-R and R-IAS reflex responses maximally 
increased up to approximately 200%. A specific 5-HT4R antago-
nist, GR, antagonized the enhancement of the R-R and R-IAS 
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reflexes induced by MOS. The results indicate that MOS en-
hanced the R-R and R-IAS reflexes mediated through 5-HT4R.3

In order to reveal the site of action of MOS inducing enhance-
ment of the R-R and R-IAS reflexes mediated through 5-HT4R, 
the intrinsic R-R and R-IAS reflex model was created by pithing 
(destruction of the lumbar and sacral cords; PITH). The reflexes 
were unchanged between days 4-9 after PITH. MOS dose-de-
pendently increased both intrinsic R-R (maximum: 182%) and 
R-IAS reflex responses up to approximately 200-300% 6-9 days 
after PITH. The 5-HT4R antagonist, GR decreased the R-R and 
R-IAS reflex by approximately 50% and antagonized the effect of 
MOS. The results indicate that MOS moderately enhanced in-
trinsic R-R and R-IAS reflexes which were functionally compen-
sated after deprivation of extrinsic nerves, mediated through endo-
genously active intrinsic 5-HT4R.4

Inflammation
It has been reported that 5-HT plays a role in regulating in-

testinal inflammation and that the potentiation of serotonergic 
signaling that results from SERT deletion is proinflammatory.75 
However, it is recently shown that 5-HT4R agonists have the an-
tiulcerogenic action against gastric mucosal ulcers induced by 
NSAIDs76 and anti-inflammatory potency.77

After intestinal manipulation (IM), ileal circular muscle con-
tractility in vitro and gastrointestinal transit in vivo were reduced 
and the number of macrophages and neutrophils increased in the 
inflamed muscle layer, resulting in the induction of inflammatory 
mediators such as IL-1α, IL-6, TNF-α, monocyte che-
mo-attractant protein 1 and inducible nitric oxide synthase. Both 
MOS and a potent and selective 5-HT4R partial agonist 
CJ-033466 significantly attenuated not only the intestinal mo-
tility dysfunction but also the leucocyte infiltration and in-
flammatory mediator expression after IM.

The autonomic ganglionic blocker hexamethonium and the 
α7-nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (α7nAChR) antagonist meth-
yllycaconitine citrate blocked MOS-mediated ameliorative actions. 
Immunohistochemically, α7nAChR is expressed by mono-
cytes/macrophages but not by neutrophils in the inflamed intestine. 
Stimulating the 5-HT4R accelerates acetylcholine (ACh) release 
from cholinergic myenteric neurons, which subsequently activates 
α7nAChR on activated monocytes/macrophages to inhibit their in-
flammatory reactions in the muscle layer. 5-HT4R agonists might 
serve as novel therapeutic agents for postoperative ileus charac-
terized by anti-inflammatory potency.77

In Vivo Enteric Neurogenic Actions of
Brain-derived Neurotrophic Factor in the 
Distal Gut

After ablation of the myenteric plexus of the mouse colon 
with the detergent benzalkonium chloride (BAC), new neurons 
were present in the myenteric region, along with regenerating 
nerve fibers by day 30 (4 weeks). The results provide evidence for 
the presence of stem cells and for an adult neurogenesis in this 
plexus.78

We explored a novel approach to repairing the defecation re-
flex dysfunction by using the plasticity of enteric nervous path-
ways after impairment of the defecation reflex by rectal trans-
ection (RT) + rectal anastomosis (RA). Eight weeks after sec-
tioning of intrinsic reflex nerve pathways in the rectum, the 
R-IAS reflex relaxations recovered to the control level, accom-
panied with regeneration of reflex pathways. Two weeks after lo-
cal treatment with BDNF at the rectal anastomotic site, the 
R-IAS reflex relaxation responses were recovered and some bun-
dles of fine nerve fibers were shown to interconnect the oral and 
anal ends of the myenteric plexus.6 These results suggest a possi-
bility for repairing the anal dysfunction by promoting re-
generation of the reflex pathways in the ENS with local applica-
tion of BDNF.

Simultaneously, we found new neurons in the granulation tis-
sue at the anastomotic site treated with BDNF. These neurons 
expressed neural stem cell markers such as p75 NTR in the ENS 
and DLX2 originally identified in the CNS.79 These neurons al-
so expressed the cell proliferating marker, proliferation cell nu-
clear antigen (PCNA). BrdU/NF concurrent labeling cells were 
found in the granulation tissue at the anastomotic site treated with 
BDNF. Taken together, BDNF might have formed new neu-
rons from neural stem cells in the newly formed granulation tis-
sue at the anastomotic site and/or promoted migration of neurons 
into the site from neural stem cells.6

On the other hand, the role of interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs) 
in the defecation reflex is still controversial.80,81 Correlations be-
tween the number of ICCs and defecation disturbance were as-
sessed for the neorectum after anterior resection of the rectum. 
Expression of ICCs in the neorectum did not recover to pre-
operative levels over time. There was no correlation between the 
number of ICCs and the time interval from the initial anterior re-
section of the neorectum, nor was there any relationship between 
the number of ICCs and defecation disturbance.80 However, 
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there is a report showing that, in ICC-deficient mutant mice, the 
rectoanal relaxation reflex was largely attenuated. This result in-
dicates that ICC has a distinct role in the rectoanal relaxation 
reflex.81 In the above RT + RA model, the distribution of intra-
muscular ICC and myenteric plexus ICC had already recovered 
2 weeks after RT + RA, but nerve components of the R-IAS re-
flex pathway had not, suggesting that regeneration of ICC net-
works preceded that of myenteric neurons, although whether 
ICCs have a distinct role on the rectoanal relaxation reflex or not 
was not determined.6

In the mouse ileum, twenty-four hours after resection and 
anastomosis, electrical rhythmicity largely recovered and ICC net-
works appeared normal at all regions examined, although the re-
covery of myenteric neurons was not analyzed (remained un-
known).82 On the other hand, in the small intestine of adult guinea 
pigs, ICCs regenerated and restored the normal distribution five 
months (long period) after semitransection and anastomosis.83 
However, 10 weeks after the ablation of myenteric plexus and 
myenteric plexus ICC with the detergent BAC in the mouse co-
lon, no ICCs were present in the BAC-treated area, despite nerve 
fibers had started to grow back into the treated area.84 The differ-
ence in recovery time among these studies may be partly related to 
the different ablation process of myenteric plexus and ICCs.

In most patients, the rectoanal inhibitory reflex recovers 1-2 
years after the lower anterior resection of the rectum for 
carcinoma.85,86 The recovery of the reflex is based on the re-
generation of the enteric nerves crossing the anastomotic site.86 
The possibility that an intrinsic defecation reflex mediated via 
ENS recovers earlier than 1-2 years after the lower anterior re-
section of the rectum is presented by the result of animal 
experiments.6 The local treatment with BDNF at the anastomotic 
site shortens the regeneration period of the enteric nerve 
pathway.6

Enteric Neurogenic Actions of
the 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 Receptor
Agonist in the Distal Gut

A similar approach in vivo to reconstruct the enteric neural 
circuitry that mediates a fundamental distal gut reflex after the 
neural circuit insult by RT + RA was performed in guinea pigs 
and rats. The 5-HT4R agonist, MOS was applied locally using 
gelatin sponge (GS) at the anastomotic site and orally by the 
drinking water. MOS promoted the regeneration of the neural 
circuit in the impaired myenteric plexus and the recovery of the 

defecation reflex in the distal gut. Furthermore, MOS generated 
NF-, 5-HT4R- and BrdU-positive cells and surprisingly formed 
neural network in the newly formed granulation tissue at the 
anastomotic site 2 weeks after enteric nerve circuit insult. 
Possible neural stem cell markers, DLX2- and p75 NTR-pos-
itive, and NF-positive cells increased during the same time 
period. The specific 5-HT4R antagonist, GR inhibited all actions 
by MOS.9,10

Additional experiments involved subcutaneous implantation 
of GS at the neck for 3 days were performed.10 GS was treated 
with DMSO, MOS, or GR+MOS. GS was removed for im-
munohistochemistry and quantitative reverse transcription- poly-
merase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). Effects of MOS on mobi-
lization of PCNA-, DLX2-, 5HT4R-, and c-RET-positive cells 
into subcutaneously implanted GS at the neck were evaluated. 
MOS significantly increased the number of DLX2-, 5HT4R-, 
and c-RET-positive cells in the implanted GS. No NF-positive 
cells were observed.10 DLX2- and 5HT4R-positive cells are neu-
ral stem cells, and c-RET-positive cells are NC-derived stem 
cells.34 Therefore, it seems likely that MOS differentiates 
NC-derived stem cells into neural stem cells.87 These results were 
confirmed by similar results by qRT-PCR. In addition, GR an-
tagonized MOS-induced increases of mRNA of DLX2, 
5HT4R, and c-RET to control level, respectively. These results 
indicate that activation of enteric neural 5-HT4R promotes re-
construction of an enteric neural circuit leading to the recovery of 
the defecation reflex in the distal gut, and that this reconstruction 
involves neural stem cells. These findings indicate that treatment 
with 5-HT4R could be a novel therapy for generating new enteric 
neurons to rescue aganglionic gut disorders.

BDNF and 5-HT are known to regulate synaptic plasticity, 
neurogenesis and neuronal survival in the adult brain. These two 
signals co-regulate one another such that 5-HT stimulates the ex-
pression of BDNF, and BDNF enhances the growth and surviv-
al of 5-HT neurons.88 BDNF and its receptor tropomyosin-re-
lated kinase B proto-oncogenes (TrkB) have emerged as key me-
diators in the pathophysiology of several mood disorders, includ-
ing anxiety and depression. Recently a low-molecular weight 
TrkB ligand (ANA-12; N2-(2-{[(2-oxoazepan-3-yl) amino] 
carbonyl}phenyl) benzo [β] thiophene-2-carboxamine) that pre-
vented activation of the receptor by BDNF with a high potency 
was identified.89 ANA-12 showed direct and selective binding to 
TrkB and inhibited processes downstream of TrkB without alter-
ing TrkA and TrkC functions. ANA-12 may be a valuable tool 
for studying BDNF/TrkB signaling and may constitute a lead 
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Figure 1. Distribution of migrated neural stem cells enhanced by a 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 receptor (5-HT4R) agonist mosapride citrate (MOS). 
Left: 1 week after transection and anastomosis in the rat rectum. Right: 1 week after transection and anastomosis in the H-line Thy1 promoter green
fluorescent protein (GFP) mouse ileum. DLX2-positive and partially 5-HT4R-positive cells (left) and GFP-positive cells (right) corresponding to 
neural stem cells. MOS-LA, local application by gel sponge soaked with MOS; MOS-PO, oral application by drinking water containing MOS. 
Asterisk mark (*) indicates depth.

compound for developing the next generation of therapeutic 
agents for the treatment of mood disorders.89

Therefore, we examined whether the enteric neurogenesis in-
duced by MOS was blocked by ANA-12 using ES gut culture 
system.34,90 ANA-12 and MOS were added during EB culture 
period, but MOS-induced neural network-forming capacity was 
not affected by ANA-12. Although this is only small number of 
experiments, enteric neurogenesis induced by MOS seems not to 
mediate BDNF release from enteric neurons (our unpublished 
data).

Enteric Neurogenic Actions of 
the 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 Receptor
Agonist in the Mouse Proximal Gut

Two-photon microscopy (2PM) allows cellular imaging sev-
eral hundred microns deep in various organs of living animals 

and ex vivo specimens. This approach was used to achieve the 
first in vivo imaging of enteric neurons and nerve fibers in the 
mucosa, submucosa, submucosal and myenteric plexuses, and 
circular and longitudinal muscles of the proximal gut, ileum in 
GFP mice.36 Moreover, we obtained clear three-dimensional 
imaging of newly generated enteric neurons one week after gut 
transection and anastomosis. Oral application of MOS by drink-
ing water facilitated formation of newly generated enteric neurons 
in the granulation tissue at the anastomosis. However, even 4 
weeks after surgery, only a small number of newborn neurons 
were identified in the granulation tissue of vehicle-treated control 
animals. Most neurons were located within 100 μm of the sur-
face, close to the edge of the granulation tissue (Fig. 1, right). In 
the rat rectum, neural stem cells were distributed in the sub-
serosal and longitudinal muscle layers (Fig. 1, left).36 These re-
sults suggested the possibility that neural stem cells were mi-
grated from the outside of granulation tissue. 
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Correctly identified fluorescent neurons by 2PM are proved 
to be neurons with an independent technique at the anastomotic 
site. NF-positive, DLX2-negative, BrdU-positive and GFP- 
positive cells are identified as a new neuron. NF-negative, DLX2- 
positive, BrdU-positive and GFP-positive cells seem to be neural 
progenitors.36 At this anastomotic site, glia fibrillary acidic pro-
tein (GFAP)-positive enteric glial cells are not found. Taken to-
gether, it is evident that activation of enteric neural 5-HT4R by 
MOS promotes formation of new enteric neurons also in mouse 
proximal gut, ileum.

Effects of Selective Serotonin Reuptake
Inhibitors on Neurogenesis

The effects of an selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 
(SSRI) fluoxetine were investigated on the process of differ-
entiation from ES cells into neural cells using the stromal cell-de-
rived inducing activity method.91 Fluoxetine treatment was found 
to enhance the expression of glial marker genes, as observed by 
immunocytochemical analysis or qRT-PCR. The promoter ac-
tivity of glial marker genes was also significantly enhanced when 
cells were treated with fluoxetine. On the other hand, the ex-
pression of neuronal markers during ES cell differentiation into 
neural cells was inhibited by fluoxetine treatment. In addition, 
fluorescence activated cell sorting analysis revealed an increased 
population of glial cells in the differentiating ES cells treated with 
fluoxetine. These results suggest that fluoxetine could facilitate 
the differentiation of mouse ES cells into glial cell lineage, which 
may affect fetal neural development.91

The effect of fluoxetine on hippocampal neurogenesis in the 
adult rat was investigated using BrdU as a marker for dividing 
cells.92 Chronic fluoxetine treatment significantly increases the 
number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus and hilus of 
the hippocampus. Administration of several different classes of 
antidepressant, but not non-antidepressant, was associated with 
increase in the BrdU-labeled cell number, indicating that this is a 
common and selective action of antidepressants. Additional stud-
ies demonstrated that antidepressant treatment increases the pro-
liferation of hippocampal cells and that these new cells mature 
and become neurons, as determined by triple labeling for BrdU 
and neuronal- or glial-specific markers.92

On the other hand, fluoxetine can reverse the established 
state of neuronal maturation in the adult mouse hippocampus, 
and up-regulation of 5-HT4R-mediated signaling may play a 
critical role in this distinct action of antidepressants.93 It was also 

shown that the 5-HT4R is coupled to G protein Gs-cAMP cas-
cades, and 5-HT-induced potentiation at the mossy fiber synapse 
is mediated by activation of 5-HT4R and intracellular cAMP 
elevation.94

An SSRI fluvoxamine maleate, which increases endogenous 
5-HT, is presumed to repair enteric nerve fiber injury in the rat 
distal gut. Enteric nerve fiber injury was performed by RT + 
RA. Fluvoxamine was applied locally at the anastomotic site in 
comparison with the 5-HT4R agonist MOS applied locally and 
orally. Unlike MOS, fluvoxamine failed to promote the re-
generation of the nerve fiber tract across the anastomosis.10 
Furthermore, fluvoxamine did not generate DLX2- and 5- 
HT4R-positive cells (neural stem cells) and/or NF-positive cells 
(neural cells) in newly formed granulation tissue at the anasto-
mosis, whereas these cell types were observed in MOS-treated 
preparations.10 Anti-SERT immunoreactivity was observed in 
the intact myenteric plexus, but at the anastomotic site neither an-
ti-SERT-immunoreactivity nor anti-NF-immunoreactivity was 
observed (our unpublished observation). From these results, at 
least endogenous 5-HT possibly accumulated in myenteric 
plexus around the anastomosis (not at the anastomosis) was not 
able to generate new enteric neurons, although the mechanisms 
for this failure of enteric neurogenesis remain unknown. In addi-
tion, considering from literatures reporting the effect of SSRIs in 
the hippocampus,91-93 it is plausible that SSRIs per se may pro-
mote or inhibit neural regeneration in the ENS.

Possible Mechanisms for Mosapride
Citrate-induced Enteric Neurogenesis

Genes and/or other markers enable many of the putative pro-
genitor stages of enteric neuronal development expression to be 
recognized. Ret encodes a transmembrane receptor kinase, RET, 
that dimerizes when activated by a complex that includes a mem-
ber of the GDNF family of ligands and a preferred glyco-
sylphosphatidyl-inositol-anchored co-receptor, GDNF family 
receptor (GFRα1).95 A common RET/GDNF/GFRα1-de-
pendent progenitor gives rise to committed lineages both of en-
teric neurons96,97 and glia, which can be distinguished from 
ENCDC.37

The 5-HT4R is coupled to G protein Gs-cAMP cascades,94 
i.e., G protein coupled receptor (GPCR). MOS increased num-
ber of c-RET-positive cells and mRNA of c-RET in the im-
planted GS in rats mentioned above.10 C-RET is a GDNF re-
ceptor tyrosine kinase (RTK). GPCR-mediated signaling path-
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Figure 2. Possible signalling pathways involved in enteric neurogenesis by a 5-hydroxytryptamine 4 receptor (5-HT4R) agonist mosapride citrate 
(MOS). Main intracellular pathways activated by proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase receptor Ret (RET) are shown. MOS activates a 5-HT4R, 
G protein coupled receptor (GPCR). This GPCR possibly does transactivation of RET. RET activation results in phosphorylation of several residues, 
including Y1015 and Y1062. Growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2) and phospholipase C gamma (PLCγ) are required for proliferation 
and/or differentiation of enteric nervous system (ENS) precursors. RAC, RHO and CDC42 regulate enteric neural crest-derived cells (ENCDCs) 
migration and proliferation. Kinesin-like protein KIF26A (KIF26A), Sprouty2 (SPRY2) and phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) are negative
regulators of RET signalling: KIF26A binds to GRB2 and prevents RAS-ERK and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) signalling, whereas SPRY2 
binds to RAS and RAF and blocks activation of the RAS-ERK pathway. PTEN regulates proliferation via PI3K and Akt. Retinoic acid reduces 
PTEN levels in migrating ENCDCs and hence blocks the inhibitory effect of PTEN on RET signalling. Protein kinase A is thought to integrate RET 
and endothelin B receptor (EDNRB) and possibly 5-HT4R signalling pathways by RET phosphorylation at S696 and RAC activation. Modified from
Obermayr et al.39 EDN3, endothelin 3; GAB1, GRB2-associated binding protein 1; GDNF, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; GRB2, growth
factor receptor-bound protein 2; JNK, c-Jun-NH2-terminal kinase; PKC, protein kinase C; S, serine; Y, tyrosine. 

ways have been reported to include transactivation of RTKs; the 
differential involvement of RTKs and downstream signaling 
pathways activated in response to GPCR-mediated stimulation 
elicits a variety of cellular effects during development, pro-
liferation, differentiation, survival, repair and synaptic trans-
mission in the CNS.98 Therefore, it would be expected that 
5-HT4R as GPCRs cross-communicates with c-RET as RTKs 
in the ENS (Fig. 2).

RET activation results in phosphorylation of several residues, 
including Y1015 and Y1062. Growth factor receptor-bound pro-
tein 2 and phospholipase Cγ are required for proliferation and/or 
differentiation of ENS precursors. RAC, RHO and CDC42 regu-
late ENCDC migration and proliferation. Kinesin-like protein 

KIF26A, Sprouty2 (SPRY2) and phosphatase and tensin homo-
log deleted from chromosome 10 (PTEN) are negative regu-
lators of RET signalling: KIF26A binds to growth factor re-
ceptor-bound protein 2 and prevents RAS-ERK and PI3K sig-
nalling, whereas SPRY2 binds to RAS and RAF and blocks acti-
vation of the RAS-ERK pathway. PTEN regulates proliferation 
via PI3K and Akt (Fig. 2).38,39

Since protein kinase A is thought to integrate RET and 
EDNRB signalling pathways by RET phosphorylation at S696 
and RAC activation,39 the possibility for protein kinase A activa-
tion by cAMP elevation induced by 5-HT4R activation could not 
be excluded.
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Clinical Implication
(1) Although we obtained the first ever clear 3-dimensional 

imaging of newly generated enteric neurons within the thick 
granulation tissue at the anastomosis in the gut of the living 
mouse using 2PM, it is difficult to use this technology for clinical 
application. However, in vivo imaging of the muscularis propria 
and myenteric neurons with probe-based confocal laser endomi-
croscopy in porcine models has been recently reported.99 To diag-
nose the MOS-induced enteric neurogenesis non-invasively, this 
technology would be promising.

(2) For the purpose of therapies, the advantage of using tis-
sue-derived NC cells is that they can be generated autologously 
and thus not be immunorejected once transplanted back into the 
patient.33 Some studies state that NC-like cells isolated from adult 
non-neural tissues may be restricted in their differentiation poten-
tial and therefore be incapable of some lines of differentiation.100 
However, other reports have suggested differently.101 Conversely, 
NC-like cells isolated from ES cells are not patient-specific and 
hence are subject to rejection, but are more likely to retain their 
full differentiation and functional potential. This caveat of patient 
specificity may now be addressed with the recent advancements of 
iPS cell technology.102,103 It is becoming more feasible that pa-
tient-specific iPS cell lines may be generated and perhaps ther-
apeutically used. It is also very likely that the technologies and 
methods developed with human ES cells may be transferred to 
iPS cells and their neural derivatives.

(3) As more practical therapy for the present, taking the small 
molecule chemical compound 5-HT4R agonist MOS will be an 
ideal therapy for the ENS deficient diseases without detrimental 
side effects, because MOS has been already and widely applied 
for functional dyspepsia, IBS-C and IBS-D patients.
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